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EDITORIAL
A stop-press notice in the last Calendar gave the
excellent news that the Turner bird studies from
Farnley Hall had been saved from going to America
with only a week to spare. Our best thanks and
congratulations
are due to everyone who contributed to the appeal fund. The total was made up

as follows:

National Heritage Memorial Fund
NAcF (Eugene Cremetti fund)
Leeds Art Galleries bequest funds
LACF (artfund)
LAc F (appeal)
Pilgrim Trust
The Sir George Martin Trust
West Yorkshire County Council

EI 3 7>ooo
2.7>ooo

I5>ooo

I O,OOO
Ig>OOO

I O,OOO
5>ooo
5>ooo
62,2.3>ooo

The watercolours are presently being remounted
in acid-free boards and carefully cleaned at a studio
in Gateshead which specializes in the conservation
of works of art on paper. The cost has been
donated by an anonymous well-wisher. There was
optimistic speculation that pencil sketches might
be discovered on the reverse of some of the sheets
but regretfully this bonus has not materialized. The
bird studies will be unveiled as a collection at the
'Acquisitions
of the Year'xhibition
in early
summer. This annual celebration will return to

Temple Newsam once again.
This year we have with infinite regret lost the
services of two valued colleagues both of whom
opted for early retirement. Miranda StricklandConstable joined us as Keeper of the Art Gallery in
Iy66 and over the past twenty years her creative
influence, particularly in recommending
acquisitions, has successfully kept Leeds at the frontiers of
modern art collecting and earned for the Art
Gallery a national reputation, perhaps second only
to the Tate in this field. It would be difficult to
exaggerate the skill and passionate commitment
which Miranda has brought to this branch of our
activities while her gallery guide provides a
brilliant synthesis and analysis covering our entire
fine art collection.
Ron Turner has made an equally distinguished
contribution to the Art Galleries since I96I as

Technical Supervisor responsible for the maintenance of sculpture and the decorative arts as well as
photography. Trained as a cabinetmaker he proved
to be the master craftsman par excellence, able to
mend locks, repair clocks, make models, invent
security devices, invisibly repair virtually any
damage and on one memorable occasion fashioned
a missing chandelier component from the neck of a
milk bottle. He never had an accident when
handling a work of art and could always be relied
on to get an exhibition ready on time or rush
through a photograph whatever the pressures. His
remarkable versatility and amiable presence will be
sadly missed.
Members may be wondering how the extension
on the site of the derelict Sam Wilson block at the
rear of the Art Gallery complex is progressing.
Longdens, the contractors who built the Henry
Moore extension at the front of the Art Gallery,
created the Henry Moore Centre for the Study of
Sculpture and refurbished the original building are
well on with the project despite the severe winter.
The shell is nearing completion and it is apparent,
now that one can explore all three levels, that it
provides vastly more space than anyone who knew
the old structure could possibly imagine. The
architect, John Thorp, must be congratulated on
the effective way he has redeveloped this site. If
everything goes according to plan the block, which
will give us all those facilities that every Art Gallery
ought to have but which few in fact possess, should
be opened in the spring of I986.
Finally it is good to report that Lotherton now
has a first-rate cafe in the stable court. This, the
youngest of our art museums, is becoming ever
more popular. It attracted nearly qo,ooo visitors
last year and we trust that members appreciated the
of the house,
anthology of old photographs
gardens and owners which formed our last issue. In
the autumn an exhibition of Yorkshire pottery,
assembled by our Joint Honorary Treasurer James
Fox, will open in the house and as a prelude we are
reprinting in these pages W.W. Slee's exceedingly
rare catalogue of modern Leeds pottery which it is
hoped will be of permanent value to scholars and
collectors.

THE LIGHT BALUSTERS
A Problem

of Eighteenth-Century

CATHERINE

Glass History

ROSS

Glass history can fairly be called the Cinderella of
decorative art studies. Compared to the recent
vigorous growth of its cousins, ceramic history and
furniture history, glass history appears to be a
field of study. This is
somewhat undernourished
particularly true of the eighteenth century: whilst
ceramic historians can draw on a host of detailed
monographs covering all the major eighteenthcentury porcelain factories, eighteenth-century
glass history cannot even muster one general book
about the leading area of the trade, the London
glass houses.
The root of glass history's comparative impoverishment seems to lie in two difficulties of historical
method, difficulties which beset all decorative arts
historians but which seem to be particularly
troublesome to the unfortunate glass historian.
Firstly, there is the difficulty inherent in relying
heavily on material evidence (or, in other words,
objects) and secondly, the difficulty of matching
material to historical (or documentary) evidence.
Both difficulties have certainly been aggravated by
the tendency of some glass historians to rely far too
heavily on material evidence. This tendency can be
traced back to the pioneer glass historian, Alfred
Hartshorne, who, in his monumental book Old
English Glasses of t89z, pronounced confidently

that:

Up to the end of the seventeenth century the main history
has been drawn from documents, with illustrative glass
vessels few and far between. The turning point is now
reached, and the sources of information are reversed: the
glasses increase and the documents diminish both in
number and consequence, so that long before the middle
of the eighteenth century the story is disentangled by the
evidence of the glasses
alone.'his

purely archaeological approach is wholly
when applied to an eighteenthinappropriate
century industry and has inevitably produced
unsatisfactory results. Concentration on the object
alone has produced an over-elaborate chronology
of stem formations but very little else. More
this approach has given rise to
damagingly,

misconceptions about glass in its wider economic
and social context (these misconceptions usually
arise from a failure to recognize the limits to what
can be inferred from objects alone).
It would, of course, be quite wrong to suggest
that glass historians and collectors have universally
evidence.
side-stepped or ignored documentary
Hartshorne's
to balance
Notable
attempts
approach were made by W. A. Thorpe and Francis
Buckley during the r9zos and x93os, and by R.J.
Charleston in the present day. These men have
built a firm historical foundation for eighteenthcentury glass studies, but their invaluable work has
stumbled
on our second
all too frequently
difficulty: that of matching up the material and
historical evidence. Glass rarely bears any mark of
origin and it is formidably difficult, more so than in
any other branch of decorative art history, to
marry documents to actual pieces of glass. It is this
unavoidable difficulty that has probably done most
to inhibit the growth of glass history.
Nothing illustrates better the twin difficulties
of glass history and the resulting tribulations of
the glass historian than the distinctive family of
tall stemmed, 'light baluster', eighteenth-century
glasses, a fine example of which has recently been
acquired by Temple Newsam House (Plater).
These glasses have always presented glass historians with a problem. Left to speak for themselves
the glasses seem to be saying two quite contradictory things. On the one hand the glasses have the
general appearance of being Continental, and,
The tall,
Netherlandish.
more
specifically,
chalice-like stem appears to derive from the
Venetian influenced hollow knopped goblets and
'fliigel'lasses of the seventeenth century (Plate z).
The Low Countries attribution is reinforced by the
engraved decoration so frequently found on these
highly
glasses. Not only are the engravings
accomplished
(and hence associated with the
proficient schools of engravers at work in eighteenth-century
Holland) but they are invariably
Dutch in their associations: Dutch betrothals or

r Wine glass, c. t yqo of the 'Newcastle'aluster type,
engraved with the Royal coat of arms of William IV of
Orange and Princess Anne.

Temple Newsam House, bought with the aid of a
governmentgrant
t983.
2 'Flugel'lass, dated t 6yg, engraved with the arms of
William III, Prince of Orange, and the arms of four Dutch
Provinces

By courtesy of the Trustees of the Victoria gc Albert
Museum

marriages, Dutch armorials, Dutch ships, Dutch
towns and provinces (Plate 3) are all abundantly
celebrated on these glasses.
The evidence for a Dutch origin is, however,
term for the
contradicted by the 'metal'the
substance of the glass) from which the glass is
made. The metal of the tall-stemmed glasses is
brilliant, soft and heavy, and it undoubtedly
contains lead which is usually associated exclusively with England. It was English glass-makers
who first introduced lead into the make-up of glass
towards the end of the seventeenth century, and by
the eighteenth century England was the acknowledged home of this rich, lustrous and pliant variety
of glass. Glass-makers on the Continent continued
to manufacture the harder potash glass, or the
lighter soda glass, and although there is no doubt
that attempts were made to reproduce the leadbearing 'verre a I'anglaise'n the Continent, it is
usually argued that these attempts met with only
limited success; lead glass of any conspicuous
brilliance is usually assumed to be English.
The problem posed by these tall-stemmed glasses
is, then, one of attribution: are they wholly Dutch
or are they English glasses imported into the
Netherlands to be engraved? In rgyo Hartshorne
considered them to be wholly Dutch. He dealt with
notes on continental
them in his introductory
glass-making and placed them squarely within the
Venetian tradition:z
Very conspicuous among the successors... of the thin
artistic glasses in the Low Countries and emanating for
the most part from glass houses in Holland, are the tall
wine glasses with moulded and uncut baluster stems,
'pieds balustres', recalling those of the English tazza
shaped silver cups imitating certain Venetian glasses,
either solid or lightened in their bulbs or knops with
single or connected tears, bubbles or sets of beads.

Hartshorne resolved the question of the lead metal
by his belief that continental lead glass was not
necessarily inferior to that of England. Whilst
acknowledging that the early continental essays at
lead glass may have been poor, Hartshorne
believed that:

...

after the middle of the eighteenth century it is often
hard to distinguish by the metal alone an English made
from a Low Countries wine glass 'a l'anglaise'uch, for
instance, as Liege and Amsterdam produced.

Thirty years later opinion had changed. In his

book of r9z6, European Glass, Wilfred Buckley
described glasses of this type as 'probably
admitting to some doubts:4
English'espite

After the English discovery of the process of making
'glass of lead'any English glasses were imported and
were engraved during the eighteenth century by the
artists of the Netherlands, although some doubt exists as
to whether all such glasses of fine quality were made in
England. It is customary to attribute them to English
furnaces because of their quality and because we do not
know that glasses of such excellent material were made
elsewhere at that time, but the correctness of this
remains to be proved definitely. The
supposition
majority of those that bear Dutch devices have knops in
the stems that contain 'air beads'nd seem to the writer
to differ slightly in form from the traditional English
glass of the same period. It is strange, if they are English,
that nearly all glasses of this type bear Dutch arms or
inscriptions, and that none of which the writer has
knowledge bear English ones. In this book these glasses
are described as 'probably English'.

England's
claim to these exquisite glasses
received a powerful reinforcement a few years later
when the energetic glass historian W.A. Thorpe
suggested not only that the glasses were English but
that they came from a specific part of England:
Newcastle upon Tyne.s Thorpe's conclusion was
based on the existence of a few tall-stemmed
glasses decorated by the enameller William Beilby
(Plate4). Beilby, as Thorpe himself had recently
discovered, worked in Newcastle during the r y6os
and typos. Flint glass houses were at work in
Newcastle and it seemed reasonable to conclude
that the glass on which Beilby worked was locally
made. The Newcastle connection seemed to be
confirmed by the existence of a tall-stemmed glass
with Jacobite engraving (at the time Thorpe was
writing Jacobite glasses were thought to have come
from Newcastle).
Thorpe found the evidence of these few glasses
convincing but he did acknowledge the problems
of an English attribution. Firstly, the fact that
'tall stems occur very frequently with an inscription in Dutch or with Dutch engravings, these
are particularly common in Dutch museums'.
Secondly, that their style was quite alien to English
glass-making: 'the proportions of the tall stemmed
glasses stand outside the development of design in
Thorpe conEnglish glassmaking.'nterestingly,
sidered the tall stems to derive not from any
Venetian influence but from the tall German cups
and covers of the seventeenth century (Plate g).
Thorpe explained away both problems by stating
that such glasses 'were intended principally for the
export trade to Germany and the Netherlands'.
Thorpe's article fell on receptive ears and his
ingenuous thesis was rapidly transmuted into solid

fact. Although Thorpe had only claimed a northeast origin for a limited range of these glasses, the
description Newcastle Light Baluster was soon
being applied indiscriminately to everything with a
tall stem, glass or goblet, with or without a baluster
stem, Dutch engraved or not. Concurrently it came
to be accepted that eighteenth-century Newcastle
was the centre of production for exceptionally fine
and sophisticated glass.
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Attractive though the theory is, the last few
decades have seen doubts about the Newcastle
Light Baluster grow. Some writers have introduced
a note of ambiguity by calling these glasses
'Newcastle'ight
Balusters. Others have gone
further and clearly stated that 'the term "Newcastle" should be regarded as a stylistic designation
rather than a geographical one'. Research on the
eighteenth-century glass industry in Newcastle has

%@I
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c. t 68o, engraved with the motto sALLt s
pATR I A E and the Dutch lion holding a sword and seven
3 Goblet,

arrows, emblematic of the Seven Provinces

By courtesy of the Trustees of the Victoria gc Albert
Museum

4 Wine glass, c. ty6y, enamelled in colours, probably by
William Beilby, with the arms of William V, Prince of
Orange, and those of his wife, Frederica Wilhelmina
Mr H. W. Whiteman and the Laing Art Gallery,
Newcastle upon Tyne

failed to dig up any contemporary support for
Thorpe's theory, and the general feeling at the
present time is that the Newcastle connection looks
suspiciously like a red herring.7
If the Newcastle attribution is set aside, the glass
student is left with London as the most likely
English place of origin for these glasses. It is
certainly a possibility: London was undoubtedly
the centre of the high quality, luxury trade in flint
glass. Like Newcastle, London had a thriving
export trade to Holland and there seems no reason
why flint glass should not have figured among the
commodities exported. But are the light balusters
English at all? With the decline of the Newcastle
theory, the original question of whether in fact the
glasses are wholly Dutch has re-emerged.
The question was underlined in I957 by an
article written by R.J. Charleston on the subject of
Dutch engravings on English glass. The main
subject of this article was a small group of late
seventeenth-century
tall goblets with a distinctive
stem formation. These glasses raise similar problems to those raised by their eighteenth-century
counterparts: they are made of lead glass yet their
despite
form is Dutch and their engravings,
celebrating English subjects, are probably by a
Dutch hand. These glasses had always been
thought of as English but R.J. Charleston took a
critical look at them and came to the conclusion
that they were made in the Netherlands 'lead and
all'. This article included some consideration of the
later tall stemmed glasses but, despite quoting a
number of contemporary sources suggesting that
lead glass was made on the Continent, Charleston
did not extend his conclusion to the later glasses
which he accepted as being English. Nevertheless,
that 'it is, therefore,
his overall conclusion
necessary to be alive to the possibility that an
English looking glass is in fact
a more critical
undoubtedly
encouraged
light baluster
approach to the eighteenth-century
problem and revived doubts about the English
origins of these glasses.
Today, the question of the origin of the light
balusters remains open (although rumour has it
that the Dutch are marshalling evidence for a
concerted effort to reclaim the glasses). We just do
not have a sufficiently substantial body of evidence
to enable us to say with certainty whether these
glasses are English or Dutch. The isolated pieces of
evidence that are available lend support to both
sides. On the one hand there is no doubt that the
Continent did make creditable lead glass. On the

other, there is no doubt that English lead glass was
much admired on the Continent and was exported
to Holland (indeed the Dutch glass engraver Jacob
Sang advertised that he engraved on English
goblets). Further research is certainly needed but
we probably also need to take a more discriminating look at the glasses themselves: at the moment
all tall-stemmed glasses are grouped generically as
one family of light balusters even though they vary
conspicuously in size and design.

Netherlands-made'as

5 Cup and Cover, dated r 68 r, engraved with five coats of
arms included the arms of the Bergomaster of Nuremberg.
Signed and dated by the engraver, Hermann Schwringer
By courtesy of the Trustees of the Victoria gc Albert Museum

The light baluster glasses show to good effect the
twin problems of glass history: the dangers of
inferring too much from objects alone, and the
difficulties of matching the objects to documentary
evidence. Future attempts to solve the question of
the glasses'rigin will certainly come up against
the same problems and there seems little doubt that
the glasses will continue to fascinate glass historians and collectors for many years to come.
Even when new material emerges to settle the
question conclusively and we can dub the glasses
either Dutch Light Balusters or English Light

Balusters, their peculiar attraction will certainly
endure. Not only are they exceptionally beautiful
pieces of glass but they also have a unique interest
in their masterly synthesis of three major European
glass traditions: the lustrous metal of English lead
glass combined with the linear articulation of the
Venetian inheritance and the decoration of the
Germano-Dutch schools of engraving. Perhaps in
this age of the European Community we should set
aside the claims of individual nations and joyfully
proclaim these glasses to be European Light
Balusters.

NOTES
r Alfred Hartshorne, Old English Glasses(r 89y), viii.
a Ibid.,p.54.
3 Ibid., p.4z.
4 Wilfred Buckley, European Glass (z926), p. 6y.
5 W. A. Thorpe, 'The Dagnia Tradition in Newcastle Glass',
Connoisseur (z933), pp. I3—
25.

6 Ronald Gabriel, English Drinking Glasses (r9y4), p.

r9.

y See my paper in the forthcoming issue of the Glass Circle for a
full argument against Thorpe's Newcastle theory.
8 R. J. Charleston, 'Dutch Decoration on English Glasses',

journal

of the Society of Glass Technologists

PP»9-43.
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'THE FLOWER GARDEN

DISPLAYED'he

Identification of Flowers Painted
on English Pottery at Temple Newsam
NANCY BOYDELL

At first glance it would seem that all the flowers
represented on the creamwares and pearlwares in
the Temple Newsam collection are those commonly grown in today's gardens, but, as so many of
the plants which were popular two hundred years
ago are now neglected, it seemed sensible to use as
the main source of reference one of the first English
books of garden flowers, Paradisi in
Paradisus Terrestris, published in r
author was John Parkinson, Royal Apothecary and
Botanist to James I and Charles I. Although Parkinson may not be considered by some to be as good
an authority on early plants as John Gerard, his
book is certainly more than adequate for the
identification of flowers on eighteenth-century
English pottery, for it gives remarkably detailed
descriptions of nearly a thousand plants, and there
are Stz woodcuts which are amazingly well
observed. Some identifications have been verified
by reference to The Treasury of Flowers compiled
by Alice M. Coats from books and periodicals of
the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries
as well as from prints taken from the first
journal. This journal,
illustrated nurseryman's
entitled The Twelve Months ofFlowers, was issued
in r73o by Robert Furber. The hand-coloured
engravings by F. Fletcher are after the Flemish
artist Pieter Casteels. All the plants shown are
named and were from Furber's nursery in Kensington. Furber claimed that his catalogue was 'very
useful
not only for the curious in gardening, but
the prints likewise for Working and Painting in
Watercolours or Furniture for the Closet'. An
inexpensive edition of the plates was produced in
1 734 under the title, The Flotver Garden Displayed
and this might well have been a source of reference
for decorators of English pottery and porcelain.
The text of Miles Hadfield's History of British
Gardening4 and the Royal Horticultural Society's
Dictionary of Gardenings have also been useful
sources of information.

Sole6z9.'he
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Flower painting on English earthenware was
probably at its best in the r 76os and 7os, although
there was a revival in the early nineteenth century
which is linked to the botanical painting on British
porcelain. The main types of utensils decorated
with enamel painted flowers belong to the tea-ware
and dessert-ware categories, although there are a
number of creamware punch-bowls decorated in
this manner in the Temple Newsam collection. The
colour range is restricted to one shade only of blue,
green, orange, yellow and iron-red, with sometimes a black or brown outline. Roses and pinks
(dianthus) are shown in a strange mauve-purple
colour, except for those on a creamware coffee-pot
(Plate 6) where they are painted in a thickly applied
rose-pink enamel. We may assume that the
mauve-purple
colour was the nearest that the
eighteenth-century enamellers could get to the deep
rose-red then known as 'carnation'. The designs
are usually simple; a bouquet of various flowers on
the front of a piece with a few sprigs of solitary
flower-heads dotted around on the lids, with a
smaller bouquet on the reverse.
Roses have been popular since time immemorial
and so it is only to be expected that they are given
a prominent
place in the flower designs on
eighteenth-century pottery. Thus the central flower
of almost every bouquet is a fully blown rose of
colour. The
many petals in the mauve-purple
earliest history of roses is uncertain, but Gerard, in
I 597 notes that four species were firmly established in English gardens: Rosa alba, Rosa gallica,
Rosa damascena and Rosa centiflora. Parkinson,
although somewhat muddled over the classification of roses, called the red rose Rosa anglica rubra
for, he says, 'this rose is more frequent in England'.
He noted that it was 'very double'nd 'when it is
full blown hath the largest leaves [petals] of any
other rose.'his is a perfect description of Rosa
centiflora. An engraving by M. S. Morrison dated
r7t7 is identical with the roses on a Wedgwood

of about t77o (Plate 7). Rosa centiflora
('rose of a hundred petals') seems to have been the
most admired and copied by the English earthenware painters, as it was by the Dutch flower
painters.
It is perhaps surprising to the modern gardener
that the tulip shares the pride of place with the rose
in many of the flower designs on eighteenthcentury pottery. Parkinson, however, devotes no

tureen

7 Detail of the bouquet on the stand belonging to a deep
cream-coloured tureen attributed to Wedgwood showing the
Rosa centi folia and red and yellow tulips
Temple Newsam House t6.t5o/47, r6.3og/47; 733

6 Coffeepot, pale creamware, perhaps Leeds, t77os.

version'f the 'Yorkshire
The rose is thickly painted in

Painted with an 'exploded

famille-rose'tyle.

rose-pink enamel

Temple Newsam House 4.36/46; 72.9

IO

less than z3 pages to the 'Tulipa or Turkes Cap',
remarking that 'the greater tulipas has first been
sent us from Constantinople and other parts of
Turkic'. It arrived in England in r63y via the
Netherlands where it had caused much excitement.
It was not the plain coloured tulips which were
admired, but the blooms that were splashed or
feathered with white, red or yellow. Ridiculous
prices were paid for tulips, like the z,ooo florins
plus a coach and two grey horses which was paid
for one bulb of a variety known as Semper
Augusta. It was not understood then that this
bizarre marking on the petals was caused by a
virus. Furber's catalogue shows several striped
tulips, including a red and yellow called Palto
Auri flame.
The tulip was one of eight florists'lowers which
included the anemone, auricula, carnation, pink,
ranunculus, polyanthus, and hyacinth. In the latter
half of the eighteenth century these florists'lowers
were brought to a new standard of perfection by
artisans in the industrial north, once again the
perfect tulip was much sought after and is
prominently featured in almost every bouquet on
English creamware. Needless to say, it is the red
and yellow bizarre. There is a rather refined

pottery, neither does the carnation, another of the
florists'lowers, but the pink is easily identified on
many pieces. It is shown sideways on, displaying
the distinctive shape of the deep calyx that holds
the petals. It is usually one of the solitary flowers
scattered around the main bouquet, and in the
same purple as the rose. It is probably meant to
represent the deep-red clove scented pink which
was so much admired for its strong fragrance and

8 Detail of the painting of auricula on a recently acquired
dessert plate from the same service as a pair of 'melon
terrines'n the Hollings Collection. Formerly attributed to
Leeds, now to Wedgwood

Temple Newsam House gg/8a (r6.r88/4y; 7r8)

painting of red and yellow tulips on the Wedgwood
tureen at Temple Newsam (Plate y) and on a terrine
on these pieces
( t 6. r 86/47). The decoration
the
includes one of the other florists'lowers,
anemone, in both double and single forms. The
double anemone can be identified from the March
and April pages in Furber. These double blooms
had important names such as 'High Admiral',
'British King'. Parkinson
'Lady Margaretha'nd
thought that the anemone 'was of itself alone
almost sufficient to furnish a garden for almost
halfe a year'. Today it seems to be impossible to
find a solitary named variety of the double
anemone. Such is fashion.
The auricula was the most stylized of the
The only representation of these prim
flowers to be found on earthenware in the Temple
Newsam, collection is on a Wedgwood terrine and
on a recently acquired dessert plate from the same
service (Plate 8). Unlike the anemone, the auricula
still has its admirers today, but it does not appear in
on eighteenth-century
the simple decoration
florists'lowers.

9 Coffee pot, pearlware, r 78os or 9os, painted with
deep-red clove scented pink
Temple Newsam House r 6. r4y-4y;

84')

whose petals were the 'sops in wine'sed to hide
the sour taste. The best representation
in the
Temple Newsam collection is on a pearlware coffee
pot of the r y8os or 9os (Plate g). It would seem
that, apart from the tulip and the occasional
anemone, the decoration on creamware in the late
eighteenth
century mostly represents
cottage
garden flowers.
Although
it is often crudely painted, the
hollyhock, with its straight stem and flat, open
flowers, is easy to identify. Parkinson states that
'hollyhocks... for their bravery are entertained in
every country woman's garden'. The best example
at Temple Newsam is on a punch-bowl (Plate ro).
This bowl is also interesting for the painting of a
small purple and yellow pansy, Viola tricolor,
known to Parkinson as Viola flammea sine tricolor
or 'Harts ease'. It appears again on a coffee pot
(Plate r r) which also has honeysuckle in the
bouquet and on the lid. A milk jug (Plate rz)
'the common
displays a stem of a foxglove
purple kinde that groweth abroad in the fields, I
leave to its wild habitation'ays
Parkinson. He
then proceeds to list seven 'sortes'hat grow in
gardens. The small, blue bell flowers that are

—

included in the decoration of this jug are undoubtedly campanulas, but whether they represent the
wild harebell, Campanula
rotundifolia, or the
peach-leafed bell-flower, Campanula persici folia,
grown in gardens, it is impossible to say. The small
cross-shaped flowers with four petals present us
with another puzzle, for here we have two members of the family Cruciferae, almost identical in
shape and pale colouring, competing for recognition. 'Dames Violet's the sweetly scented
Hesperis matronalis, the single stock known to
Parkinson as the 'Stocke gilloflower', and the
honesty, Lunaria annua, both of which were then
common. The small blue flower that looks to us
like a forget-me-not is more likely to be the
common borage, Borago officinalis. Although
common as a wild flower the forget-me-not did
not achieve fame until t8oz when Coleridge published 'The Keepsake'here he referred to that
'blue and bright-eyed floweret of the brook,
Hope's gentle gem, the sweet for-get-me-not'.
Parkinson says that the flowers of the borage
'have always been enterposed among the flowers
of women's needlework'." They are often used on
English pottery.

ro Detail of the painting on the front of a creamware punch-bowl showing
hollyhocks and purple and yellow pansies (Viola tricolor)
Temple Newsam House r 6. r y r /pe; y g r

Iz

xa Detail of the painting on a creamware milk jug, x78os,
displaying a stem of a foxglove
Temple Newsam House
x x Detail of the painting on a creamware coffee pot,
probably Staffordshire, x 78os

Temple Newsam House

x

5.3 x/42.; 734

There are not many daisy flowers in the
bouquets, nor in Parkinson. The one that does
appear has narrow petals and is much too dainty to
leucanthebe the ox-eye daisy, Chrysanthemum
mum, or the adonis, both of which Parkinson does
mention. Painted in mauve or purple-red enamel
this could be identified as the 'Starre wort', which
arrived from Italy in x S99 and was known to
Italorum
Parkinson
as Aster atticus
flore

purpureo.'

most interesting discovery is that of the Turk's
cap lily as a common flower. It appears on almost
every piece and although somewhat badly painted
its distinctive shape, with reflexed petals and
prominent stamens is easily recognized. In the same
mauve-purple colouring as the roses it is obviously
meant to be red. Parkinson tells us that the 'Red
Martagon of Constantinople is become so common everywhere... that I shall seem to lose time to
bestow many lines upon it'.'oday it is not nearly
so well-known and certainly not to be found in
every garden.

x

g a8. x 6; 74 x

There is little foliage in the flower designs on
creamware and what there is is of little help in
identifying the plants. An exception is a Wedgwood dessert plate painted in purple monochrome
(Plate x3). This shows a single stem of love-in-amist in the double form, Parkinson's 'double bleu
the fine-cut
nigella or Fennel flower'howing
leaves like those of the fennel. This decoration is a
perfect copy of the flower of love-in-a-mist that
appears on a page from Diverses Fleurs by N.
Robert of about x66o, the flower named as Nigella
flore maiore pleno coeruleo. The other flower on
the Wedgwood plate is a clematis, a flower
included by Parkinson in his chapter on 'Clematis,
Clamberers or Creepers'. We should perhaps not
be surprised to find flower decorations so carefully
executed on Wedgwood wares for John, Josiah
Wedgwood's son, was a knowledgeable gardener
who, in x 8o S, was one of the founders of the Royal
Horticultural Society.
are decorated
It is the later 'pearlwares'hich
with botanical subjects. At Temple Newsam these
include a superb sugar bowl made at Swinton
(Plate x4). The painting, attributed to George
Collinson, is of full-sized flowers in naturalistic
colours and correctly named as Gentiana acaulis,

dA
r3 Creamware dessert plate, Wedgwood, painted in purple
monochrome with love-in-a-mist
Temple Newsam House

z r.9z/69;

y62,

86'5

'Pearlware'plate,marked

LEEDs PQTTERY,painted

with Lupinus Luteus, early z8oos

Temple Newsam House to.49/38; 868

r4 Detail of Gentiana acaulis on a sugar bowl, pearlware,
Swinton Pottery (Rockingham Works), t 8 sos
Temple Newsam House r 6.43'/4y;

Daphne creorum, which today is spelt cneorum,
with the Creeping Jenny, Lysimachia nummularia,
on the lid. A set of nine 'pearlware'essert plates
given by Mrs Arthur Smith in I938 and datable to
the t79os (Plates zS and r6) are also painted in
after botanical engravings and named: 'Sweet Pea',
'Yellow Lupine', 'Everlasting Pea', 'Periwinkle',
'Bearded Fig Marigold', 'Virginia Lungwort', 'Blue
'Two Leaved Ladys Slipper'nd
Navelwort',
'Dingy coloured Flag'. Parkinson records them all.
The yellow lupin he knew as Lupinus flore tuteo.
The decoration on the plate is identical with the
woodcut in Parkinson with the blossoms in '2, or 3
rundles or tufts about the stalke'4
an excellent
description of the Lupinus Luteus included in the
Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary. Lathyrus
lati folius is the 'pease everlasting'o called because
it 'groweth every year greater'. The pink flower
under the heading of 'periwinkle's much more like
a clematis. There was much confusion at this time
between clematis and periwinkles (Vinca). Both
have trailing stems but whereas the clematis are

—

I4

r6 'Pearlware'late,

with Pulmonaria

marked t.EEns Po TTERT, painted
maculosa variety immaculata, early r 8oos

TempleNewsam

House ro.g3/38; 868

climbers the vincas root as they extend. Parkinson
included both in his chapter on 'Clamberess or
Creepers'. The Greater Periwinkle had the all
embracing name of Clematis Daphnoides fine
pervinca Maj or.'s There are no pink periwinkles so
perhaps our plate shows a faded version of
Parkinson's Clematis altera fine peregrina flore
rubro, 'The Red Ladies Bower'. No provenance
can be found for the name Virginia lungtvort, but it
a pulmonaria. The Doctrine of
is undoubtedly
Signatures that pertained at this time held that
cures could be effected by plants that had some
resemblance to the diseased part or its symptoms.
The leaves of the common lungwort, Pulmonaria
officinalis, are blotched with white and so thought
to resemble diseased lungs. 'It is much commended
of some to be singular good for ulcered
hence its name lungwort. The
Parkinson
decoration on the plate (Plate z 6) shows the typical
lungwort flowers but with small, unspotted leaves.
This species is referred to by Parkinson as
Pulmonaria altera non maculosa 'without any
spots at all upon the leaves'. Without doubt the
name 'Virginia lungwort'efers to the virginal state
of the leaves. Its modern botanical name of

—

NOTES
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lungs','ays
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Paradisus Terrestris,
John Parkinson, Paradisi in Sole
I 62,9.
John Getatd, The Herbal, A History of Plants, I 597.
Alice M. Coats (compiler), The Treasury of Flotvers, ?975.
Miles Hadfield, A History of Bruish Gardening, t96o.
F. J. Chittenden (editot), Dictionary of Gardening, Royal
Horticultural Society, 4 vols, 195 I.
John Parkinson, as above, p. 4t 3.

7 Ibid.,p. 54.
8 Ibid.,p. t99.

Pulmonaria maculosa variety immaculata seems to
bear this out.
That such a weedy looking annual as the blue
navel wort should be chosen as decoration is
something of a mystery. With its thin stem, narrow
leaves and tiny blue and white flowers it is a poor
plant. The 'Two Leaved Ladys Slipper'resents no
problem. It was known to Parkinson as Calceolus
Maria, 'Our Ladies Slipper'nd today as Cypripedium calceolous, a native orchid that is now a
rare and protected plant. As to the plate named
'The Dingy Coloured Flag'e would not consider
this small iris with dark purple, wine red and a
touch of yellow in the petals as being at all dingy.
The iris is one of the oldest flowers, some species
dating back to z9So ac when plants were part of
the booty taken from Syria by one of the Egyptian
Pharaohs. About z S64 the Spanish iris, Iris
Xiphilern, reached Bristol and the west country. It
was soon 'growing common in all folks gardens
thereabouts'.'ome of the features of our 'Dingy
Coloured Flag're to be found in some of the
Spanish irises, but which of Parkinson's thirty-one
varieties it represents cannot be guessed.

9 Ibid., p. 366.
zo Ibid., p. 38o.

tt

Ibid.,p. 353.

tz Ibid., p. 2.99.
t3 Ibid.,p. 36.
z4 Ibid., p. 336.
z5 Ibid., p. 392.
t6 Ibid.,p. a49.
z7 Ibid., p. z48.

t8 Ibid., p. z77.

'THE UNIVERSALLY RESPECTED
MR
POTTER'HEILA

BIDGOOD

In z9z6 T. E. Hollings, the distinguished Yorkshire
collector of pottery, bought a painted creamware
jug from the London antique dealer Louis Gautier
for EI6 zos. Thomas Hollings, who bequeathed
the jug to Leeds City Art Galleries in I947 was
notorious for his disapproval of the high prices
charged by the antique trade. He must have been
very anxious to acquire this particular jug for it
cost well above the average price paid for English
creamware in the I9zos and 5os.
The jug (Plate z7) is 22,.5 cm (8 /4 in) high, pearshaped with a moulded spout in the form of a
female mask and has a ribbed, ear-shaped
handle. In his catalogue of the English pottery at
Temple Newsam House, Peter Walton tentatively
attributes the jug, if not the painting, to the Leeds
Pottery.'he painted decoration depicts, on one
side, a ferocious bull with aggressive looking
yellow horns, its large brown body firmly placed on
the green and yellow ground with a tree in the
background. On the reverse is a naive painting
of a group of buildings, including a water mill and
a church with a spire surmounted by the obligatory
weathercock (Plate z8). This scene is painted in
brick-red, green and yellow in a style similar
to what is considered to be the Leeds tradition
of earthenware
decoration.
This enamelled
decoration is not of particularly good quality but
its interest is considerably enhanced by the inscription DANIEL PQTTER BARTQN MILLs ?775 ln
black, surrounded by a very distinctive scrollwork
cartouche, also in black (Plate I9). The same style
of inscription and cartouche has been noted on
eight other pieces of creamware: a similar type of
jug in the Royal Pump Room Museum, Harrogate,

inscribed JQHN AvEY
wELNETHAM
I775',
teapots at Temple Newsam House ('c G I 775'), the
Castle Museum, Norwich ('MM I775 ) and in a
private collection ('ANN HEATH z776'), all of
which are baluster-shaped with a pierced gallery,
another teapot in a private collection inscribed
THQMAs TRIP
LowEsTIF
I774, a mug,
formerly in the Freeth collection ('UGH HUGHEs
i

I6

I 775 ), a jug in a private collection ('GEQRGE
BERKs ?774 ) and an oustanding punch-bowl, also
in a private collection, which was decorated for
Robert Houlme in I 774. It is interesting to note the
narrow range of dates on these pieces: I 774 —
76.
Since the publication of the catalogue of pottery
at Temple Newsam in z976 research has revealed
the identity of Daniel Potter, located the water mill
shown on the jug and almost certainly established
the reason for the presence of a bull on the jug.
There are at least 47 Bartons in the British Isles
and it was not until a visitor to the Study Room for
English Pottery at Temple Newsam happened to
remark that he knew nothing of Barton Mills
except that there was a very old inn there called the
Bull, that a line of research was established. Barton
Mills is situated on the River Lark in the parish of
Mildenhall, north-west of Bury St Edmunds in
Suffolk. The Bull Hotel there was an important
coaching inn in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries and has been in private ownership for at
least two hundred and fifty years. A sale notice
dated Io August I799 describes it as 'All that
commodious and well-known capitol house called
the Bull Inn, Barton Mills fitted up with every
convenience for the extensive business therein
being a situation of constant traffic, Mail and all
stage coaches 8c carriages from Norwich, Lynn 5c
Swaffham to London R Norwich stop at the Inn'.
In Old Inns of Suffolk Leonard P. Thompson,
discussing the 'well-known hostelry, the Ram at
Newmarket now called the Rutland Arms', states
that in 'r775 the Ram was kept by a Mr Barber
who had originally been Mine Host at the lovely
old Bull at Barton Mills. Three years later he was
succeeded by Mr Daniel Potter, who presided over
its destinies until he died in I 8z 5 after which his
widow carried on until z82,8'.4 Although no
definite proof has yet been found it would seem
most likely that Daniel Potter succeeded Mr Barber
at the Bull Inn after his departure for Newmarket.s
The date on the jug is certainly right and so also is
the Potter family's appearance in the Barton Mills

z7 Jug, creamware painted with enamel colours and inscribed
'Daniel Potter Barton Mills r775'. T. E. Hollings Bequest r947 (car. 7o6)
~

~

I7

ca

rg Detail of the painting on the Daniel Potter jug showing
what is now thought to be the water mill at Barton Mills,
Suffolk

registers. Daniel's own marriage is not
recorded at Barton Mills but three of his children'
baptisms are, those of 'Daniel, son of Mr Daniel
Potter and Ann his wife'n x9 February I773,
Alice in January z776 and Susanna in December
z777. The registers in fact refer to Daniel Potter'
wife as both Ann and Alice but mistakes in parish
registers are not uncommon. The fact that Daniel's
marriage to Alice (or Ann) is not recorded in
Barton Mills might suggest that he was not living
there at the time, unless, of course, he was married
in his bride's parish. However, the evidence that he
was not living in Barton much before the early
z77os is strengthened by the fact that Daniel
Potter's infant son, Thomas, was buried at Barton
in z 774 although his baptism is not recorded. The
use of the title 'Mr'n the registers indicates that
Daniel Potter was reasonably prosperous and of
some standing in the village.
Mr Daniel Potter, then, if our theory is correct,
was Mine Host at the Bull Inn, Barton Mills in the
mid r77os, hence the Bull on the jug. He then, in
about x 778, took over the Ram at Newmarket and
died aged 63 in z 8oo and not in x 8x 3 as stated by
Thompson.~ The Bury O'orwich Advertiser said
of him that he was 'a man universally respected by
all who had acquaintance with him'.
parish

t8

The decoration on the reverse of the jug would
appear to be a rather fanciful representation of the
water-mill at Barton. Barton Mills, as its name
implies, had two mills, a windmill and a water-mill.
The illustration on the Potter jug bears little
resemblance to the water-mill at Barton which is
shown in early photographs. These show the mill
wheel as being housed inside a half-timbered
building. Today the village stretches along the
quiet road with new houses at one end leading to a
row of cottages, the Bull Inn, the Mill House with
its interesting chimneys and the site of the mill with
its delightful cottage (once two) attached. Sadly the
mill buildings were demolished some years ago, but
the wall upon which the timbered upper storey
once stood remains as a garden wall. The present
owners have recently unearthed a second archway
or culvert through which the River Lark could have
been diverted. There is also a lock adjacent. It was
exciting to find in the County Record Office the
deeds of the mill dated z 868. These huge
parchment sheets contain a small coloured drawing of the mill with the Bull Inn shown in outline
next to it (Plate2,z). Unravelling fact from the
prolifery of words repeated over and over again it
emerged that there were originally two water

I9 Detail of the inscription on the Daniel Potter jug
showing the distinctive scrollwork

zo The Bull lnn at Barton Mills in
the nineteenth century, from an
unidentified watercolour.
The Bull lnn, Barton Mills

zz Plan showing the water mill at Barton Mills and The Bull Inn from the
z 868 deeds of the mill
Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch

wheels, not one. It may well have been that one of
these wheels was visible from the outside as on the
Daniel Potter jug. The charming cobbled church
could be seen from the mill only if it had a spire, as
on the jug. It certainly does not have one today.
It would seem that we now know quite a lot
about the provenance of the Daniel Potter jug at
Temple Newsam, but we cannot be definite about
the identity of its manufacturer nor do we know
about the painter or painters who
anything
decorated it. All we can say is that it is one of nine

pieces of creamware which we know can be linked
together by inscriptions which are surrounded by a
very distinctive cartouche in black, and that the
dates on these pots are dispersed over a period of
only three years. There are, however, few obvious
links between the other decoration found on these
nine pots. The painting on the Daniel Potter jug is
of a type that is associated with Leeds, that on the
three teapots can be linked with Staffordshire,
although the name Ann Heath on one of them is
very definitely associated with Derby. Ann Heath

I9

was a member of the banking family that helped to
finance the Derby Pot Works. The painting on the
Harrogate jug (John Avey of Welnetham), which is
of Chinese figures, is of a type found on Derby
pottery and porcelain, and yet Welnetham is, like
Barton Mills, in West Suffolk. Another important

East Anglian link is the Thomas Trip,
The precise nature of the link between these
pots must, for the time being, remain a mystery, but
it is worthy of further research, as is the whole
question of inscribed and documentary pottery of
the T y6o —
t 8 3 o period.
'Lowestif'eapot.

NOTES
t Peter Walton, Creamuare

and Other English Pottery at
Temple Neu sam House, Leeds (t976), no. 7o6.
z There is a lid from a screw top box in the Castle Museum,
Norwich (Smith, Lowestoft Porcelain, t979, p. yy) which is
inscribed 'Eliz'"
Meachin
t773'n the same style of
calligraphy but without the cartouche.
At present hanging in the bar at the Bull Hotel, Barton Mills,
(

y
S

6

7

Suffolk.
Leonard T. Thompson, Old Inns of Suffolk (W. E. Harrison
Bc Son, lpswich), t9a9.
The marriage of one William Barber to Ann Potter, parish of
Hoxne, I799 conceivably indicates a family relationship.
Hoxne is S '/z miles north-east of Eye in Suffolk.
The relevant parish records for Barton Mills are in the Suffolk
Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch. The surname
'Potter's recorded locally since at least t3z7. The Suffolk
Subsidy Returns of tgz7 lists a Johanne and a Roberto le
Pottere, the Returns of ts68 name Thomas, Richard, John
and George Potter and the Hearth Tax Returns of t67A
include Mr John and Mr Thomas Potter of the parish of
Mildenhall. The parish register of St Mary's Church, Little
Barton, called Barton Mills, for the year t7to includes the
marriage of John Garth to Susan Potter by certificate from
Mildenhall.
The parish register of All Saints Church, Newmarket, records
the burial of Daniel Potter aged yo on z7 March t 8tS. The

of his age establishes that this was Mr Daniel
Potter's son, baptized in t 773 at Barton Mills. Daniel Potter
senior's burial is recorded in the same register, z6 March
inclusion

t8oo,

9

aged

6S.

O'orwich

(or Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex and Cambridgeshire) Advertiser, Wednesday, z6 March t 8oo.
Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds Branch, Deeds of the
mill at Barton Mills, t 868, tyAznl t y.
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MR SLEE'S BOOK OF
CREAMWARE DESIGNS
A Reproduction

Manufactured

of a Catalogue of Creamware

by the Senior Family

In z9z3 W. W. Slee, an antique dealer in Duncan
Street, Leeds published a book of earthenware
designs with the title Reproductions of Leeds
Pottery, Queens Ware. On page 2,y (see p. 2,yl he
gave a brief history of the Leeds Pottery which is
not very accurate. What concerns us here is not the
early history of the Leeds Old Pottery in Jack Lane,
Hunslet but Slee's statement that 'the manufacture

zz 'Jardiniere, French style'ith a lid and stand, marked
Number 6oy in Slee catalogue
Collection of the late Dr Tom Marmion

of Leeds Pottery Lwasj revived in z888 by W. W.
Slee'. The fact is that W. W. Slee was a retail outlet
for pottery made by members of the Senior family.
He had certainly played no part in its manufacture.
The Seniors were apparently affronted when they
discovered that Slee was claiming to have made the
pottery himself and it led to a permanent rupture in
their commercial relationship with him.'he

J. T. Morton,

Filey.

photographs reproduced on the following pages
are of products manufactured by George Wraith
Senior and his brother James at their pottery in
Balm Road, Hunslet, which their father, James
Wraith Senior, had founded in the x89os. The
range of products shown in the photographs were
probably augmented with pieces made by J. T.

Morton.

James Wraith Senior (r 854 —r9o9) had served a
long apprenticeship in the earthenware business.
From r 865 he had worked for Richard Britton at
the Leeds Old Pottery until its closure in r 8y8. He
then worked at a number of potteries in the
Hunslet2 area before setting up his own business.
He founded the Hunsletesque Company which
eventually became the Leeds Art Pottery and later
he founded the Woodlesford Art Pottery. Both
manufactured
were so
the 'art wares'hich
popular in the late nineteenth century. In the mid
r89os Senior set up his pottery in Balm Road,
with a
Hunslet where he made earthenwares
cream-coloured body, many of which, but by no
means all, were reproductions of the late eighteenthcentury products of the Leeds Old Pottery. In
r9oy John Thomas Morton joined him, followed
by Senior's son, George, in x 9o8. James Senior died
in r9o9 and Morton left soon afterwards to make
similar wares, first in Harehills, Leeds, and later at
Filey and Burniston.4 There are a number of
Morton pieces in the Temple Newsam collection
including a signed plate and a curious and rare blue
agate coffee pot dated r93y. George Senior was
joined by his brother James and together they
continued to make creamwares, specializing in
elaborate pierced work. A newspaper article of the
192,os suggests that George Senior regarded this
'a second
'little business's a well-paying hobby
string to my fiddle'. He was at that time first violin
in the music hall orchestra at the Leeds Empire.
George Senior continued to make 'Leeds creamware'nto the 195os. He destroyed many of his
plaster moulds but he gave a collection of them to
the Leeds City Museums. This collection of moulds
and Slee's r 9r 3 pattern book are the main evidence
for the identification of the Seniors'ares. They
also provide some valuable evidence for the
attribution of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
earthenwares for the Seniors not only used some
original moulds from the Leeds Old Pottery, but
also they made their own moulds from early pieces.
Their reproductions rarely, if ever, look much like
eighteenth-century products for two main reasons.
Firstly the creamware body is much lighter in

—

2.3 'Cream Jug, coloured, 5 '/z ins
58a in Slee catalogue

high.'umber

Collection of the late Dr Tom Marmion

its eighteenthweight and more 'brittle'han
century counterpart and the glazes are usually
more greyish in appearance and quite often evenly
'crazed'll over. Apparently American customers
preferred them to be crazed in this way.7 Secondly
the treatment of details, particularly
handles,
knobs and terminals are never very close to the
originals and the Seniors'se of pierced decoration
is far more elaborate than would have been
tolerated in the eighteenth century. The eighteenthcentury original of pieces like the candlesticks,
nos 549 and 599 or the vase, no. 566, would not
have been manufactured
with pierced patterns.
are quite often
Although the Seniors'roducts
impressed LEEDs poTTERY this modern mark is
far more regular than that used in the eighteenth
century and has the impress of the oblong stamp.
According to George Senior the Parisian dealers
instructed him not to mark the creamware which
he supplied to them.
Many of the Seniors'roducts were not based on
those of the Leeds Old Pottery but on those of other
factories. The chestnut bowls,
eighteenth-century
nos 583 and 6r 5, for instance, are based on
Wedgwood designs, the vase, no. 566 (without the
pierced decoration) is modelled on a Castleford
Pottery piece. This is interesting because an
original of this design shown in the Castleford

Pottery Pattern Book does not appear to be
recorded yet there are numerous Senior versions
known including
three at Temple Newsam
House.'he candlesticks, nos 549 and 599 do not
seem to have occurred in Leeds pottery but they are
known in Staffordshire creamware. Other products illustrated by Slee in his useful document are
modern designs in what might be called the
eighteenth-century
spirit, like the strange dish,
no. 5p6 or the egg trays nos 556 and 555, still
others are fantasies on an eighteenth-century

theme such as the beaker, no. 596 or the eggshaped vase, no.6T6 or the incredible rococo
'Jardiniere, French style'hich is no. 6o7.
In T9o5 Mr Slee offered a special piece made by
James Senior to Queen Alexandra and was able to
display the royal letter of acceptance. The title page
of his catalogue includes the royal arms and the
words 'Under the patronage of Her Majesty Queen
Alexandra'. This no doubt attracted American
buyers, but certainly did not please the Seniors.

NOTES

I

Memorandum
of a conversation with George Senior at
Temple Newsam House on I 2 June I 967, Temple Newsam
Files.
2 Including the Hunslet Hall Pottery until I 884.
Morton was an apprentice at Senior's Leeds Art Pottery from

I 888.

4 2, Rock Terrace, Harehills; Airey Hill, Filey, from
Burniston near Scarborough from I 947.
I I/67 (cat. 688).

6 Leeds Mercury, 7 July I926, quoted by R. G. Gough, 'Later
Leeds Creamware', The Antique Collector, December I 972,
PP 305

o7.

7 Memorandum, I 967.
8 Ibid.
9 The design illustrated in the Castleford Pottery Pattern Book
(I 796), as [Chandelier fanon] a vase, no. I.
Io TN54/p cat. 69o and TN 55 and 56/I, cat. 69 I.

I933;

The following pages contain reproductions of the complete set of illustrations in
an original copy of the Slee Pattern Book of T 9 T 3 which belonged to the late
Dr T. Marmion (by courtesy of the trustees of the Marmion estate). In that copy the
price list was given in the same numerical sequence as the objects shown in the
photographs. Here it has been put into numerical order and combined with a
second list which occurs in a version in the Leeds City Library (photographic
copy). The resulting text has been annotated by Peter Walton

Telephone:

"Slee, 30

3810 Central.

Telegrams:
Street, Leeds."

Duncan
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Reproductions
OF

LEEDS POTTERY,
QUEEN'S WARE.

Decorated and Silver Lustre, Basalt, &c., &c.

W. W. SLEE, 30 Duncan Street, LEEDS, ENc.

History
Founded

1774-1781

The

of Leeds Pottery.

in the early part

of the eighteenth

century

1774 by Messrs. Humble, Greens & Co.

and carried on until

were carried on under the style of Humble, Hartley,
Greens & Co.
1781-x820 After tbe retirement of Mr. Humble, carried on by Messrs. Hartley,
Greens & Co.
1820-184o On the death of Mr. Hartley, succeeded by Messrs. Wainwright & Co.
1840-1880 Carried on by Messrs. Stephen and James Chappell.
1850-1863 Succeeded by Messrs. Warburton & Britton.
1863-1878 On Mr. Warburton's death, the style of the firm became Messrs. Britton
and Sons.
The firm of Messrs. Britton and Sons ceasing to exist in the year 1878,
x878-x888
the old pottery was closed and the manufacture of Leeds Pottery
ceased during these years.
x888 to
The manufacture of Leeds Pottery revived in 1888 by W. W. Slee,
Present Date
employing workmen
and using many of the original moulds and
patterns obtained from the old works.
affairs

W. W. SLEE, 30

Duncan Street,

LEEDS,

ENGR'ND.

Slee's history of the Leeds Pottery. The Leeds Pottery was in fact built in z77o.
It was finally closed in z 878. The manufacture of creamware in Leeds was
revived by James Wraith Senior in the x 89os. W. W. Slee was a retail outlet for
the pottery made by Senior and his son

W. W. SLEE

S

PRICE LIST OF OCTOBER z9z

3: ANNOTATED

5oo Tea Service, Teapot, Sugar and Cream, 6 Cups and
Saucers, cream body, blue decorated, Kz ss 6d;
$ 6.94.
Based, more or less, on Leeds pottery designs,
although the sugar and the cream jug are not the
right shapes.

5oa Tea Service, Teapot, Sugar and Cream, 6 Cups and
Saucers, cream body, silver lustre decorated,
Xz 8s 6d; $ 6.94 (not illustrated).

5o3 Tea Service, Teapot, Sugar and Cream, 6 Cups and
Saucers, cream body, silver lustre decorated,
kz ss 6d; $ 6.94 (not illustrated).

5o4 Tea Service, Teapot, Sugar and Cream, 6 Cups and
Saucers, cream body, coloured decoration,
Ez z as 6d; $ 7.9z (not illustrated).

7 in high, 5s; $ z. 2 2.
Bacchus, an example of which is at Temple
Newsam, I 6. I92/47, cat. 697, impressed LEED s
POTTERY.

5 z 2 Figure,

513 Figure, 'Charity', 6'/I in high, 3s 6d; 86c.
Venus, an example of which is at Temple Newsam,
16.195/47, cat. 696, impressed LEED PQTTERY.
From an eighteenth-century

Leeds Pottery model.

5x7

Bust, Shakespeare, z 3 in high, z os 6d; $ 2. 56.
An unglazed version at Temple Newsam.

5z8 Oval Tobacco Pot, 5 in high,4s 6d; $ z.zo.
An example is at Temple Newsam, z 5.43/4z, cat.
683,impressed LEEDs PQTTERY. Thedesigntaken
from a lead tobacco box produced in the late

eighteenth century. The design also occurs as a
teapot in the Longue Vue Collection, New Orleans.

5 I 9 Puzzle

Jug, 7 in high, 7s od; $ z.7 z.
An example at Temple Newsam, z 5.44/42,
(modern design).

5zo Puzzle Jug, z 2 /z in high,
c. z 8oo design).

z 5s

cat. 685

od; $ 3.65 (from a

52z Vase and Cover, plain neck, 8 /I in high, 7s od;
$ z.7x (not illustrated).

52zb Vase and Cover, perforated neck, 8'/I in high,
8s od: $ z.95 (modern design).
52.3 Rose Jar on Square Base, 7 in high, 7s 6d; $ z.84
(modern design).

524 Rose Jar, 4'/I in high, 7s 6d; $ z. 84 (modern design
made up from eighteenth-century

Leeds elements).

5 2.5

Cornucopia, 9 in high,4s 6d; $ r.oo.
From an eighteenth-century mould, blocks from
which are at Temple Newsam House, M I 3, MI4,
M44, M45.

5z6 Sunflower Plate,

(modern design).

6'/z in diameter, z s 6d; 6 r c

5z9 Perforated Fern Pot, 4'/z in high, 5s od ($ t.zz.
An example, which is possibly by Senior, is at
Temple Newsam House, t9ot.zr, cat. 553.

530 Circular Basket, 5 in high, r 5s od; $ 3.65
(adaptation of Staffordshire? design).

53r Circular Perforated Comport, 6 in and
8s od; $ z.95.

3'/z in high,

53 2. Oval Perforated Comport, 6 in and 3 '/z high, 8s od;
$ r 95.

533 Circular Plate, 8'/z diameter, 4s 6d; $ z. to
(eighteenth-century

design).

534 Oval Perforated Plate, ro'/z in [length],4s 6d;
$ r.ro.
$ r.ro.
Eighteenth-century versions of this figure are
known, including one in the Zeitlin Collection,
Merrion, p A, which is attributed to Leeds.

538 Figure,'Air',6inhigh,4s6d;

540 Cannon, silver lustre decoration, 3 in high, 3s 6d;

86c.

549 Perforated Square Candlestick, 9'/z in high, ys 6d;
$ t.84.
Probably based on a Staffordshire piece, cf.
Whitehead Pattern Book (ry98), but without
pierced decoration.

55o Jug, coloured, 'Cricket', 6'/z in high, 4s 6d; $ r. to.
A creamware version of 'Pratt Ware', the
decoration taken from earlier eighteenth-century
sprig moulds (examples at Temple Newsam).

55I Jug, coloured, 'Admiral Nelson',
$ r.ro (as 55o).

y in high, 4s

6d;

553 Perforated Chamber Candlestick, 6 in diameter,
4s 6d; $ z.ro.
Another un-pierced example at Temple Newsam.

554 Circular Saucer, 6'/4, y'/~, 8'/z in diameters, 4s 6d,
5s 6d, 6s 6d.
Called fruit dishes in eighteenth-century

pattern

books. There are Leeds Pottery examples at Temple
Newsam, cat. 6z,4 —
zy.
5 in high, ys 6d; $ z.84.
An example at Temple Newsam, r 5.6/4z,, cat.

555 Egg Tray,

556 Egg Tray, 4'/z in high, 5s 6d; $ t.34.
An example at Temple Newsam, r z/8o.

684.

5 57

Oval Basket with Stand,
$ 6.o8.

3 '/z in high,

f r 5s od;

An eighteenth-century,
or nineteenth-century
is at Temple Newsam, t 6.z5z/4y,

cat.

'?
'xample

5tr.

558 Oval Basket with Stand, z /4 in high, r 5s od; $ 3.65.
The stand does not belong to this type of basket.

559 Rose Jar, Perforated Cover, 3'/z in high, ts 6d; 3yc.
Does not appear to be illustrated, though a note
says 'Rose Jar No. 599 as illustrated should be
No. 5 59 above'. No. 5 99 is in fact a candlestick. See
nos 5z3 and 5z4.

f r tosod; $ y.3o.
Late eighteenth, early nineteenth-century examples
are known in pearware. Senior only made these in
creamware.

56o Horse, r6'/zin high,
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562, Sauce Boat and Stand, 8 in long, 6s od; $ z.46.

564 Alexandra Vase, z7s 6d; $ 4.25.
Versions of this design impressed: DI REc TED BY
HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA TO BE
SOLD AT LEEDS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY SEPTEMBER)
z9z 5 LEEDs poTTERY are at Temple Newsam,
TN 59/p, TN 6o and 6 zp, cats 634, 63 5.
l

1

1

i

i

~

566 Vase and Cover, plain sides, zo in high, z7s 6d;
$ 4.25 (not illustrated).
Adapted from a Castleford Pottery design, cf.
Castleford Pottery Pattern Book, no. 6.
566b Vase and Cover, perforated sides, z o in high,
kz os od; $ 4.87.
Version at Temple Newsam, TN55 and 56/p
(cat. 69z) and TN 54/p with an elaborate base
(cat. 69o).
567 Group, Sheep, 5'/2 in high,4sod; 99c.
An example at Temple Newsam impressed LEE D s
poTTERY is painted.
568 Leaf, 5 in long, 9d; z 9c.
Eighteenth-century

versions are known.

57z Shell Dish, 5'/4in, zs6d; 37c.
An example is at Temple Newsam as are examples
of the eighteenth-century blocks from the Leeds Old
Pottery: 'Escallop Shells', cat. 3 5 z —53.
57z, Leaf, 4'/2 in long, zs 6d;

37c.

An eighteenth-century pearlware version is at
Temple Newsam House.

Leaf, 5'/4 in long,9d; z9c.
An eighteenth-century block is at Temple Newsam
House, cat. 349.

576 Oval Dish, 'Nut Pattern', 7'/4in, zs 3d; 3zc
(modern design).

577 Circular Plate, basket edge, 9*/, in diameter, 4s 6d;
$ z.zo.
Based on an eighteenth-century fruit basket stand.
Leeds block at Temple Newsam cat. 523.
z o'/2 in

583 Chestnut Bowl and Cover, 9'/2 in high, Ez zs od;
$ 5.36.
Shown with a stand which does not belong. Based
on a Wedgwood design.

586 Oval Perforated Dish, 8'/2 in, 3s 6d; 86c.

A quite similar eighteenth-century example is at
Temple Newsam (z9oz. I6, cat. 594).

593 Figure, 'Shepherd', 8 in high, 3s 6d (86c.
After a Staffordshire model.

596 Beaker and Cover, zo in high,

z

5s; $ 3.65.

Two examples at Temple Newsam TN57 —58/p,

cat. 592.

598 Circular Perforated Plate, 9 in diameter, 4s 6d;
$ z.zo.
Two examples at Temple Newsam, impressed
LEE D s PQTTERY TN9/p, cat. 689 as ln an
eighteenth-century version 585.

599 Perforated Square Candlestick, 7s od; $ z.7z.
After a Staffordshire (Whitehead) design.

6oo Fruit Dish, I z in diameter, 6s od; $ z.46.

After a salt-glazed stoneware design. There appear

to be Senior versions at Temple Newsam.

6oz Jug, coloured, 'Peace and Plenty', 6 in high, 4s 6d;

574 Jug, coloured, 'Volunteers', 3s 6d; 86c.

578 Circular Dish and handles,
$ z 59.

582, Cream Jug, coloured, 5 I/2 in high, 4s 6d; $ z. zo.
A number of examples known including one in the
collection of the late Dr Tom Marmion.

diameter, 6s 6d;

An eighteenth-century
form (fruit dish) but the
handles would have been attached underneath the

dish.

579 Circular Plate, basket edge, 9'/I in diameter, 4s 6d;
$ z.zo (not illustrated).
58z Tea Caddy, coloured, 'Beau and Belle', 3'/4 in high,
zs 6d; 6zc.

$ z.zo.

6oz Jug, coloured, 'Hunting', 6 in high, 4s 6d; $ z. z o.
6o3 Jug, coloured, 'Shooting', 6 in high, 7s 6d; $ z. 8 3.
6o4 Butter Cooler Cover and Stand, 4 in high, 6s 3d;
$ z.5z.
A modern version of the eighteenth-century 'butter
tub'.

6o7 Jardiniere, French style, Xz zos od; $ 7.3o.

An example in the Marmon Collection (plate z,z).

6o8 Circular Dish and Handles,
$ z,.o7 (modern design).

z o'/z

in diameter, 8s

4'/2 in high, gs 6d; $ z.o7.
An adaptation of an eighteenth-century
stoneware design.

609 Comport,

6d;

salt-glazed

6zo Circular Plate, 6 in diameter, zs 3d; 55c.
Based on eighteenth-century

6zz Oval Dish, 6 in,

z.s

Leeds design.

od; 49c.

8 in, 4s 6d; $ z.zo.
Based on a Leeds fruit basket stand. Leeds block at
Temple Newsam, cat. 5z5.

6zz Oval Dish,
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6r 3 Circular Comport,

3 and y'/z in high, 7'/w and
8'/z in diameters, 7s od, 8s od; $ I.7I, $ I.95.

Adapted from an eighteenth-century

design).

fruit dish.

6x 5 and a Chestnut Bowl and Cover, 8 in high, r 7s 6d;

$ q.z,5.
Adapted from a Wedgwood design.

6r6 Vase, zo'/zinhigh,Zx

6t7

Oval Dish,

tr

in long,

5sod; $ 6.o8 (modern
x5sod; $ 3.65.

6z 8 Oval Bowl and Cover, 5 in high, 6s 6d; $ x. 59.

%E
6r9 Candlestick,

9'/z in high, 6s 6d; $ r.59 (modern

6zo Oval Basket,

y'/z in high, r 5s od; $ 3.65.

design).

6zr OvalBasket,y'/zinhigh,

rxsod; $ z.95.

y'/z in long, rs 3d; 3 rc.
Actually the stand to a sauce boat, see Temple
Newsam cat. no. 355.

6zz Shell Dish, plain,

6z3 Shell Dish, perforated,

y'/z in long,

rs 9d; pic.

6zy Oval Dish, 9 in long, 3s 6d; 86c.
A stand for a fruit basket, probably from a
Staffordshire model.

30

6z5 Circular Vase, Square Base, ro in high, r 8s od;
$ y.38.
Based on porcelain design.

6z6 Flower Holder, y'/zinhigh,ps6d;

$ r.83.

An eighteenth-century
design usually referred to as
a 'Quintil Flower Horn'.

6z7 Holy Water Benetier, to in high, 4s 6d; $ r. x o.
6z,8 Pistol, silver lustre decoration,

98c.

to in long,

ys od;
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS

s H E r LA a t D G o o D has been Principal Voluntary Assistant with
Leeds City Art Galleries since z 9pq. This is the second article that she
has contributed to the Leeds Art Calendar about documentary
pottery and she is now working towards an exhibition on this
fascinating subject.

taboo

cATHERINE Ross is Keeper of Fine and Applied Art at Rotherham
Art Gallery and Museum. She did her PhD on the development of the
—z9oo, at the University of
glass industry in the north-east,
Newcastle upon Tyne.
NAY c v 8 o Y D E L L.With her late husband, Frank Boydell, Nancy
Boydell created a number of interesting gardens. She was invited to sit
on the Committee of the Northern Horticultural Society and in t9y3
became its first woman Honorary Director of Gardens. At Harlow
Car she worked with John Main, the Superintendent, to introduce
vegetable and fruit plots as well as enlarging the scope of the gardens
in many other ways. When she retired she became a founder member
of the Yorkshire Committee for the Conservation of Plants and
Gardens. Nancy Boydell's own beautiful garden at Aberford is
frequently open to the public in aid of charities. She has appeared on
Time on a number of occasions.
B Bc Radio y's Gardeners'uestion
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